
02 October 2008 

Far Eastern Group 
Foreign and Commonwealt 

WH2.301 King Charles' 
Bye-mail: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx London SW1A 2Af 

E-mail: patrick.hopkins@fc 

Dear Or Kaihsu Tai 

Freedom Of Information Request 0604-08 

I am writing to confinn that the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) has now completed 
its search for the information which you requested on 22 July 2008. 

Your request stated: 

Could you please provide any correspondence, dating from 1970 to 1984, relating to the 
decommissioning of the estate of Fort Santo Domingo, Tamsui, Formosa (Taiwan) as a British 
Consulate. 

In particular, I am requesting correspondence on this matter: 

1.	 Between your Office and the governments of Australia and of the United States of
 
America.
 

2.	 Between your Office and the authorities with claim ofjurisdiction over Taiwan at that 
time. 

3.	 Between your Office and the Presbyterian Church in Taiwan. 

I can confinn the FCO does hold information relevant to your request. The infonnation is in the 
form of paper hard copies - could you please provide us with your postal address so that they 
may be sent to you. 

\;	 "'~~'\"'i\\t", \I\~ 

We understood your request relates to correspondence on the decommissioning of the estate 
property, and have therefore chosen material which relates to this. We have redacted 
infonnation which is not relevant to this request. 

Some information has been withheld under section 27( 1) (c) of the Act - the interests of the 
United Kingdom abroad. This exemption requires the application of a public interest test. The 
efTective conduct of international relations depends upon maintaining trust and confidence 
between Administrations. If the United Kingdom does not maintain this trust and confidence, 
its ability to protect and promote UK interests through international relations will be hampered. 



There is a public interest in transparent and open government, and releasing information that
 
would inform public debate on foreign policy issues. However, we have to balance this with the
 
need for strong trust and co-operation from the countries on a range of issues on the UK's
 
foreign policy agenda. This relationship oftmst allows for the free and frank exchange of
 
information on the understanding that it will be treated in confidence. If the United Kingdom
 
does not respect such confidences, its ability to protect and promote UK interests through
 
international relations will be hampered. Other Governments may be more reluctant to share
 
sensitive information with the UK Government in future and may be less likely to respect
 
confidentiality of infonnation supplied by the UK Government to them, to the detriment of UK
 
interests. For these reasons, we consider that in all the circumstances of the case, the public
 
interest in maintaining this exemption outweighs the public interest in its disclosure.
 

The information supplied to you continues to be protected by the Copyright, Designs and
 
Patents Act 1988. You are free to use it for your own purposes, including any non-commercial
 
research you are doing and for the purposes of news reporting. Any other re-use, for example
 
commercial publication, would require the permission of the copyright holder. Most documents
 
supplied by the FCO will have been produced by government officials and will be Crown
 
Copyright. You can find details on the arrangements for re-using Crown Copyright on the Office
 
of Public Sector Infonnation website at:
 

http://www.opsi.gov.ukladvice/crown-copyright/copyright-guidance/index.htm
 

Information you receive which is not subject to Crown Copyright continues to be protected by
 
the copyright of the person, or organisation, from which the information originated. Yau must
 
ensure that you gain their permission before reproducing any third party (non Crown Copyright)
 
information.
 

In keeping with the spirit and effect of the Freedom ofInformation Act, all infonnation is
 
assumed to be releasable to the public unless exempt. The information supplied to you may now
 
be published on our website together with any related information that will provide a key to its
 
wider context.
 

If you are unhappy with the service you have received in relation to your request and wish to
 
make a complaint or request a review of our decision, you should write to me.
 
If you are not content with the outcome of your complaint, you may apply directly to the
 
Information Commissioner for a decision.
 

Generally, the Information Commissioner cannot make a decision unless you have exhausted the
 
complaints procedure provided by the peo. The Infonnation Commissioner can be contacted at:
 

Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9
 
SAF. 

Kind Regards, 

Patrick Hopkins 
Far Eastern Group 
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BRITISH CONSULATE, TAIWAN 

1. We discussed on the telephone the US EmbassyT s inquiry 
about what arrangements we were making/wish to make for 
the custody of the keys of our former Consulate building 
in Taiwan and the payment of saliries and pensions to former 
Consulate employees, now that the Americans were no longer 
able to do this for us. I undertook to minute you about 
this, to provide a basis for further action (particularly 
with PSA in Hong Kong). PSD are separately looking at the 
pensions point. To avoid getting our wires crossed, I should 
be grateful if any further contacts with the Americahs could 
be through me. 

2. I was not previously aware of this general problem, and 
so may be missing some angles. But the principal points seem 
to me	 to be: 

a).	 the difficulty (if there is one) of fulfilling the 
functions previously undertaken by the Americans 
reinforces the ul'gency of our disposing of the 
Consulate, which is in any case a deteriorating 
asset. PSA should be urged again to get on with it; 

b).	 what will be the point of a PSA visit to Taiwan? 
Obviously, ~o look at the state of the building. 
But in itself that wili not get us much. further, since 
it will simply confirm reports already received. 
Will part of his brief be to establish the ~arket 
value of our interests Ca relevant factor for our 
considerations of whether it should be sacrificed)? 
And would authorisation to discuss the question of 
a sale with the Provincial authorities be helpful? 
We should need to consider carefully the proprieties 
and modalities of any contact with official Taiwanese 
authorities. But presumably there will be a need to 
consult with them at some time, if we are to ensure 
that disposal is handled in economically the most 
effective way; and a working PSA. visit could provide 
an appropriate opportunity; 

c) .	 this could help to clarify Taiwanese views on the 
registering of the property, and the possibility of 
a sale to someone other than the 'Republic of China l • 

At present, we seem to be relying on views expressed 

';/;";'	 d provide the basis for 
';';~'~Dnsideration of whether there are 

politico-legal objections to our selling to the 
'Republic of China'. The Legal Advisers in July 

/1978 

CODE 18-77 

, b them back in Dece ber 1977 

- -',,- ....-, '. -.. ~~-. 



197 ss.\,; no legal objection; but FED I s gut 
p~l ~~~al reactions ht the time seemed to be 
aga ~:st ..: .. ~. 

3. This ~s all a rath~r fiddly question, but one which has 
taken up considerabi~;""itime of officials over the past years 
and· which cost", us mOJ;1e'y as long as it is unresolved. It has 
already gone on far too long. If we now all agree to attach 
some priority to it, it should be possible to resolve it 
within the fairly near future. I should be happy to attend a 
meeting, if you felt this would help to get us and PSA on all 
fours. . I 

4. ~ Incidentally, I note that the methods of paying the 'Consulate 
staff was raised in 3 minute to you of 4 October. 
I should be grateful for confirmationiHat this has-been resolved, 
and to know how .. The same agency possibly might be/has been 
employed to resolve the keys problem. 

16 January, 1980 
Far Eastern Department 

PSD, CG 405 
, Consular Dep, CL 610 

'.' 
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Digest of an internal FeD minute dated 17 January 1980 

TAIWAI\I 

1. I had a long and fruitful discussion today with -- of the Anglo Taiwan Trade Committee. Salient 

points were as follows: 

Tamsui Consulate 

4. -- Had spoken with members of the American institute in Taiwan (AIT) they had all told him that 

with the status of the AIT in some doubt - it being neither embassy nor yet Trade Centre - that it had 

been decided that the AIT could no longer be responsible for the security of the Tamsui bUildings nor 

for the payment of salaries to the residual staff. 

AIT was annoyed at the FCO for the slowness of its response to previous American intimations that 

these were unhappy with their continued responsibility for the buildings and caretakers, and that a 

'blunt telegram' was being sent to the American Embassy in London to terminate the arrangement. 

5. -- said further that a member of the ADC Committee had received a suggestion from a group of 

Taiwanese businessmen that they might like to buy the buildings and convert them into a business 

club. He pointed that the buildings were in an atrocious state of repair and that Tamsui had a 

notoriously dangerous road, all of which led him to doubt the sincerity of the businessmen's 

interest. I commented that, as we were not considering even the possibility of selling the buildings 

to the Taiwanese authorities, a sale to private individuals would clearly be an interesting alternative, 

and asked him to furnish me with the names of these businessmen if possible. -- stressed that he did 

not wish the ADC to become involved in this deal if it ever took off, but said that he would see what 

he can do. 
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TAMSUI CONSULATE-" 1 INOEX', -/" PA ,-, 

,it ~ ", -. 7, 1- ~'~ 
1. You asked about this. _ I -i 

'~)""~U41 ~:ote!;;;::. c· .•. '>W<~-
. ~ .' 

2. - In 1867 HMGobtained a lease from the Taiwan Provincial
 
Authori ties on .behalf of -the EmperorTof China for the
 
Fort San Domingo and surrounding land at Tamsui an Taiwan.
 
It seems this lease- was granted in perpetuity with the
 
proviso that thB property be returned to the Chinese Government
 
should it be no longer required for diplomatic purposes. '
 
(I am still trying to get hold OT 'a copy of the lease to
 
confirm that this is so). In 1891 the Hritish Government
 
buil-t a house and otheT buildings on the s'i:te. An exchange of
 
notes with the occupying Japanese Government in 1937
 
established what we have a claim to the title of the land
 
but do not own it as we did not register the title. By

virtue of the 1867 lease and some correspondence -in 1950 with
 
the Authorities in Taiwan, the UK has a leasehold interee;t
 
in the buildings on the land but as we did not register that
 
interest in 1950 when we had an 'opportunity to do so, this
 
ranks as an equitable interest only and is not something we
 
can sell.
 

3. Under the terms of the 1972 Agreement with ~nina on the
 
exchange of _4..mbassadors the Consulate was cfuCilsed down. A
 
staff of one caretaker and two watchmen were left to protect

the buildings from vandalism. The two watchmen are paid
 
at present NT$6,OOO per month while it appears that the
 
caretaker is unpaid, but 1'S accornmoclated in three rooms -in the
 
Consulate cellar. . Therecor61sof PSA .Hong Kong show that' he
 
was given a gratuitywhenthe Consulate w'as .ciliosed down.
 

4. A decision taken-'in principle in July 197-3 to retain the
 
Consulate buildings:,"was reversed in 1974. It ,was agreed' that
 
we should discuss with the DOE the best method of registering
 
our title with the town Authorities as a first step to se.lling
 

, the property," and that, if registration proved impossible, 
we should, attempt to sell>such '(defective) rights as we had 
in regard to the'land,aimd the buildings. The initial ste]) 
to dispose of the property was made through the US Embassy 
in Taiwan to the Nationalist Authorities there who said 
that a lawyer should be ap:!Join-ced bY:ID\1G to negotiate with 
the Taiwan Provincial Government, as' ower of the land. Power 
of attorney from the Secretary of state for the Environment 
was granted on '19 March 1976 to 'the former Honorary Legal,
Adviser of' the, Consilla'te,' , • He subsequently 
had several conversations with the Authorl les, but it proved 
impossible to register the 'ti tIe, and vve were informed that 
the sale of our equitable interes't t<J a third party- was not 
TIossible.At the' end. 'of December' 1977 the' Nationalist 
Authorities said that ,thes'a~c1 wouldll.ave:':to be' to and in the 
name of the· "Republic of Cl!l.inau , ,

/5~ 
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5. FED, with th~s in mind, recommended in a draft submission 
in June 1978 that the Authorities in Taiwan be informed, via 
the US Embassy, that we_ were abandoning all, further interest 
in the Consulate, and that we should payoff the staff. 
~egal AdViSer~however, commented in a minute ~f 3 July to 
ii~••_ ..,) that conveyance to the ffRepubllc of Chinatt 

could not possibly be ~aid to imply any kind of recognition. 
They recommended that -we should therefore . sell our equitable 
interest in Tamsui to the Nationalist Government rather than 
ab~~~~he s~ of money which was on offer. The Department 
~~~.its 'view that such asale,.'virhatever the legal 
niceties, would:be politically Unacceptable. The submission, 
hOvliever, does not seem to have,. got any further than draft 
form.	 ' ' 

6. In July 1978	 of this Department wasa"Dproached
by a. of the Tamsui Oxford College, Ej:.t present~ - .'
 
accommodat~d irtbuildings next to ,the ex-Consulate.
 
was keen to acquire the Consulate bUildings as the Oxford
 
College was now overcrowded. Tt was 'agreed that ti711'•••
 

approach the Taiwanese' Authorities with this idea, keeping
 
informed of progress. This idea, too, seems to 

:have tun into the sand. In a letter of 24 September 1979 
••••·of the DOT mentioned that a' ' 'of 
StQue Platt Industries had been approached in Taiwan with 'the 
idBa that the Consulate buildings would make an ideal country 
club to which wealthy Taiwanese and othersitYould be glad to
 
become members. A consortium of Taiwanese businessmen were
 
apparently ready to put up the necessary money, provided they

coulc3. get' the permission to use' the building~ ("fhis point
 0	 

was put to me again by of the ATTC when I spoke to
 
him ;y-esterday)."'
 

7 • .--a of the l]S~.Embassy tel~phoned"-on
 
2 'Ja"'YiUar~yearto FJay that the Embassy had re i\Zeived
 
a telegram from Washington instructing"themto'enquire what
 
arr:angements .we wished to make for the protection of British
 
interests in Taiwan now that the US no longer carried out
 
this function. ~ stre'ssed ,that there was no huorry
 
but that we woul~ive a response in due course.
 

8. We have been' pressing PSA Hong Kong via ASD to take 
some action to resolve this long-stancling probJ.-em. They said 
some time ago that they woiild visit-the Consulate. The latest 
news on this front is minute of 3 January to 
--.. PSA in which he points out that it is not even 
cle~her the visit has: yet taken place.' g ~... 
minuted to ~4'ln:~6January that the pro:pos.ed Hong Kong 
PSA visit v~ in lusslf re~olve the questlon. 

9. We need to decide as SOon as pos'sible whether we are 
going to attempt to sell our eqUitable interest in the Tamsui 
buildings back to: the,:- "Republic c of China", or abandon this 
interest and, pull. out as qu.ietly,as possible. It seems unlike1 
that sale to a third party would' he possible, unless it was 
conducted through the 'Nationalist Aut~orities (in which'case 

'the	 attractions of such a S3,ale are clearly greatly diminished). 
In view of Legal Adviser's ppinion of July 1978, my view is 
that we should_,attempt to r~trieve what money we can from this 
sorry affair. There can benD doubt that the Nationalist 
Authorities will at~empt to make some political capital 
out of this, but the ATTO have ~old me that they would be 

/ready 
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ready to impress upon the relevant Authorities in Taibei 
that we would not want the sale to publicised. (When the 

ATTC office itself was opened they made such approaches with 
the result that; while the event was mentioned in scattered 
paragraph~ throughout the Ta~wanese press, it was kept well 

out of the headlines). If you agree, I should like to 
contact PSA to arrange with them that the delegation to 
Taiwan - if it has not gone-and returned - be authorised 
to open preliminary negotiations with Taibei. 

10. It is doubtful whether such negotiations could reach 
a quick conclusion. In the meantime there remains the problem 
of the Tamsui staff salaries. I ass~~e that the Americans are 
no longer prepared to pay them. It seems to me that the 
best we can do here is to arrange for them to be paid direct 

./ from PSA Hong Kong until such time as we finally dispose of 
the Consulate and payoff the remaining staff with a gratuity. 
If you see no objection, I should like to discuss this 
possibility with PSA. 

18 January 1980 
~ar Eastern Department 
K251 233 5582 

CODe 18-77 
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TELELETTER 

FHOrvr--"", 
FILE FET 406/1 

FOLLmJING FOd & 
TAMSUI CONSULATE 

FED 

• 

• 

1. AS YOU KNOW, THE CONSULATE AT TAMSUI WAS CLOSED UNDER THE 

TERMS OF OUR EXCHANGE OF m'iBASSADORS WITH CHINA IN 1972. THE 
OLD DUTCH FORT AND THE LAND'ON WHICH IT STANDS HAD BEEN GRANTED 

TO BRITA:P~Ii~ PERPETUITY IN 1867, (vJITH THE PROVISO THAT THEY 
BE RETURNED TO THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT IF THEY WERE NO LONGER 
REQUIRED FOR DIPLOMATIC PURPOSES), AND ANOTHER HOUSE WAS BUILT 
ON THE SITE AT HMG EXPENSE IN 1891. 
2. FOR A VARIETY OF REASONS THERE HAS BEEN DELAY IN DISPOSING OF 
THE PROPERTY. THE UK STILL HOLDS THE LEASE AND, ALTHOUGH ALL 
EXPATRIATE STAFF LEFT IN 1972, 3 LOCALLY ENGAGED CHINESE STILL 
OCCUpy THE BUILDING AS WATCHMEN AND CARETAKERS. 
3. IT IS NOW 8 YEARS SINCE 
KEEN TO FINALLY DISPOSE OF 
DETERIORATING, AND PAY OFF 

WE SHOULD LIKE TO RETRIEVE 

THE CONSULATE
 
THE LAND AND
 
THE REMAINING
 

OUR EQUITABLE
 

WAS CLOSED, AND WE ARE 
THE BUILDINGS WHICH ARE 
STAFF. IF POSSIBLE, 

INTEREST REPRESENTED BY 
THE 1891 BUILDINGS, WORTH AN ESTIMATED POUNDS, 25,000. IT SEEMS 
AFTER LENGTHY CONSULTATIONS THAT THE ONLY WAY WE COULD 
DO THIS WOULD BE THROUGH A SALE TO THE NATIONALIST AUTHORITIES. 
LEGAL ADVISERS HAVE SAID THAT 'CONVEYANCE TO THE 'REPUBLIC OF 

CHINA' COULD NOT POSSIBLY BE SAID TO IMPLY ANY KIND OF 
RECOGNITION'. FED'S VIE'YJ HAS BEEN THAT, NOnnTHSTANDING THIS 

ADVICE, SUCH A SALE WOULD BE POLITICALLY UNACCEPTABLE. THE 
ALTERNATIVE IS SIMPLY TO RENOUNCE ALL CLAIM TO THE PROPERTY. WE 

ARE NOW, HOWEVER, SERIOUSLY ~ONSIDERING CHANGING THIS VIEW AND 

ASKING PSA IN HONG KONG TO VISIT TAIWAN TO OPEN NEGOTIATIONS 

WITH THE AUTHORITIES AT TAIBEI WITH A VIEW TO SELLING OUR 
INTEREST. WE WOULD BE PREPARED TO DEFEND TO THE CHINESE (IF THEY 
QUERIED IT) ANY DECISION TO PROCEED WITH SUCH A SALE AS THE ONLY 
PRACTICAL WAY TO RID OURSELVES OF THE PROPERTY. INDEED, THE 

1 -




1 16545 

CHINESE MIGHT WELL BE SURPRISED TO HEAR THAT WE STLLL HOLD IT 
8 YEARS AFTER THE DEPARTURE OF OUR LAST CONSUL. WE SHOULD ALSO 

MAKE CLEAR TO THE TAIWANESE THAT IF THEY ATTEMPTED TO 

EMBARRASS US POLITICALLY (EG BY SEEKING TO PERSUADE OTHERS THAT 
SUCH A SALE CONSTITUTED HMG RECOGNITION OF TAIBEI), WE SHOULD BE 
OBLIGED TO -PUT THE RECORD STRAIGHT. 
5. GRATEFUL FOR YOUR VIEWS. 

SIGNED ••••• 

2--.
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TRANSLATION 

Ref: wai (69) Europel 02713 Date: 8 February 1980 

To .. _ ... .C "at Equitable Law Office 

From Ministry of. Foreign Affairs 

subject, : ,Disposition - Former British Tamsui consulate 
structures 

1 0	 This is in response to your letter Ref. 68JK/TL 
180 dated 17 April 197~. 

2.	 The land on which the former British Tamsui 
consulate stands being state property, the 
Government has decided to terminate the per

,:'manent	 lease therefor and withdraw the land, 
effective this date. please advise the 
British side to discuss with our side the amount 
of compensation payable for the consulate struc
tures not latter than 30 June 1980, failing 
which our side will make an appraisal and the 
balance of the compensation, after deduction, 
of' rentals due and unpaid, will be placed' iri" 
safekeeping for the British. 

J.	 The GoverTh~ent does not agree to the proposi
tion that the British side is prepared to accept 
a lease of the said consulate structures, or 
sale thereof at a price,~o the TalT~u.i oxf(";:,d 
College. 

~ 
M:ln~s"er 
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TAMSUI CONSULATE 

1... Could I enlist your help to establish what exactly PSA Hong Kong 
are up to in relation t_theamsui Consulate? We have seen, and 

/	 are rather puzzled by, telegram of 12 Febl~ary (copy
enclosed). No-one in 10n on appears to have much idea of where 
RSA now are in disposing of the property. Has anyone visited 
Taiwan? 

2. We had thought that attempts to sell the Tamsui buildings to 
~Lford College had been abandoned because of the clause in the 
original lease specifying that the Consulate had to be retuTI1ed to 
the Chinese Government when it was no longer required for diplomatic 
purposes. It seems, however, that this option is still being actively 
pursued. 

/ 3. As you will gather from the enclosed copy of a teleletter from 
~ he is concerned at the implications of our 
suggestion that PSA might negotiate with the Taiwan authorities. We 
in this department are not reneging on our general policy when we 
suggest that PSA officials might have dealings with Taiwanese 
officials. Our sole concern is to get shot of the Consulate as 
as possible. But we also believe that it is worth t in to r 
what money we can from the whole sor business. 

have left us precisely where 
we were on 13 March 1972. If the only solution is for PSA officiafs 
to deal with Taiwan officials then we are prepared to sanction this 
as an exception. But we really need a full report on the present 
position, and if this can be managed, fairly soon. 

~. Incidentally, while we respect the infallible theology of .-. 
........_last sentence, we do not intend to take up the suggestiortl 

cc: 
Far Eastern Department 

peki.n1f••_. 
__ __. , ._L _~_~
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TO=(OUiINE Feo
 
TELEGRAM NU~BER 135 OF 14 FEBRUARY 30
 
INFO ROUTINE HONG KONG (PSA AND POLITICAL ADVISER)
 
PSA HONG KONG iELNO 03 OF :2 FEBRUARY: TA~SUI CONSULATE
 

'0 
1. WE DO NOT AOPEAR TO HAvE SEEN All THE CORRESPONDENCE.
 
BUT IT FOLLO'dS FRO"'! TElELETTER OF 6 FEBRUA~Y TO
2. 
DA" IES, C"ED (NO\.; BEING COP lED TO PSA AND PA HOtIJG KONG) THAT 

.'\vE 'wOULD Ft.,VOUR A\! INC"DR~<l{l.l RESOLUTION OF THE PROBLEN THROUGH
 

I~TERMED I AR I ES.
 

2. WE wERE HOdEVER ~YSTIFfED BY THE qEFERENCE TO AN
 
"HO~JORARY COt-lSUL" 1"\1 TA:?;SUf. '<!1-'0 IS THIS? VIE ASSU~~E THAT
 
ANYONE ~)EGDTIAT1NG ON OUR 3EHALF 'dILL BE DOING SO IN A TOTALLY
 
UNOFC"ICIAL CAPACITY, AND WITHOUT FOR~Al CONTACT WITH THE
 

TAIWAN AUTHORITIES.
 

, ~-~ , ~ ".' 

:-3! 

I
 
!

I 
\ 
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ft'\ FeCi 151230Z hB 80 

TO ROUTINE HO~G KONG 
TELcGRM~ NUMBER 153 OF 15 FEBRUARY 
INFO PEKIhG 

FO~ POLITICAL ADVISER AND PSA 
P~KING l~L KO 135: TAMSUI CONSULATE 

~: 
f.-: 
r flYL 

f
I 

1. ViE ASSUhE ThAT BY HONORARY CONSUL PSA MEAN THE FOR~1ER 

CONSULA1E'S BONORARY L~GAL ADVISER IIIIIIIIII. 
2. ThIS APART, GRATEFUL FOR FULLEST POSSIBLE ACCOUNT BY BAG OF 
WhAl PSA HONG KONG ARE DOING IN RELATION TO THE CONSULATE. WE 
WOULD BE MORE TciAN G~AD IF DISPOSAL OF THE PROPERTY COULD BE 
EFF~Cl~D WITHOUT RECOURSE TO DIRECT CONTACT WITH TAIWAN 
OFFICIALDOr-i. BUT OUR l'iAII~ C011CERN NOI·l IS TO GET SHOT OF THE 
PRGPERTY. 

I
!
f 
f; 

I
! 

I
 

i 

I
I
!, 
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PROPERTY SERVICES AGENC 
REGIONAL HEADQUARTERS 
HONG KONG 
B.F.P.O.1. 

HBM Department of the Environment Telegrams DOEjPSA Telephone 5 -764281 

Your reference J!'1111 406/1Far Eastern Department 
Fereign & Commonwealth Office 

Our reference FTAI ooeLondon SW1  f------..,...".....·-~--~·"--

r-_~= F'e\ ,- 4;BeoA 
J .J) C:'·\f;'~·-":.· ~'''......... ,.,.,.. 

Date 

. .• •. ,-:

25 Febrllary 1980 

18 MAR 1980 .~~. ~ I 
J~~.
-~, 
TAMSTJI CONSULATE 

! refer to your te1e1etter t~Head 
TEL NO 153 of 15 February.~, • 

of 

,6). 
Ch~~cery, Peking and to your 

Paragraph 3 of the former suggests that we now seek to recoup cur eCf<litable 
interest in the building, estimated at £25,000 which fig'.lI'e appears to be a 
compromise between our last reported figure of NT ~ 1 million (£10,000) or 
NT ~ 4 million (£40,000), unfortunately neither of these figures reflects the 
true value of the property which ca."!. only be determined once we reselvs the 
ti-ne. problem. 

The Taiwanese Gover.n::nent t s view on title was a.?!d. FOO inreroiiilui: DEMOS 
December 1977 by th~ Honorary Legal Adviser,· -_ ,.... __ , who adv'ised th~1; thlll 
G017ermnent had no objections to ou.r disposing of the premises but they could. onl,r
-be sold to the Government of the Repu.blic of China whioh I 'U.'ldersta:.'ld. is, and 
always h,as been, una.oceptable to mm. 

In the f;a.oe of this impa.sse, we have been e.n'~teavouring to determine how we 
could effect a disposal to the adjoining proprietors, na~ely the Tam~~i Oxford 
College who have since 1972 expressed a oontinuing interest in the property. 

The proposition placed before our Honorary Legal Adviser, is that we lease the 
property to the College on a full repairing and insuring lease in terl!ls of whioh 
the College aooept the premises as they stand, make good all da.'l!a.ge a.."ld thereafter 
make UiJe of same in a. maaner oonsistent with its scheduling as an "historic build
ing" • 

This proposal ha.s be~'l discussed a..'ld acoepted by the College who have also agreed 
to take over responsibility for our caretaking staff. 

The latest infol"ll1ation we ha·;fe to date, i.e. la.te Jaauary, is that the proposal to 
lease to the Oollege has also fallen foul of the GoverAme~t, on the basis that the 
land on which the Consulate is situated, is the property of the Governmen:t and only 
they can grant leases • 

.LV LV' In the face of this rather intransient attitude the following suggestion has been 
lA• .., I-e ! --made by the College:' (1) . BMG contributes the former Consulate te the Oxferd College .a.s a gift, the 

College in tU-.7'Jl, pays BMG the value of the property. On payment, it would 

Cont'd/2••• 
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not be possible for 'the College to pay from Tai1!iaA but as the College, 
and in fact t_he· pa.ren.t body, The Presbyterian Churoh in Taiwaa, are 
suppo:rt~d by Missions outwith Taiwaa, the Missions would pay mm. The 
College would then own the building and oould settle the land issue 
with the Gove~~ent in their ow~.time. 

(2)	 The College would un.der:ta.k~i to pa.y the wages ot: the two Gardeners and a
 
reasonable salary to the Caretaker. The College would uadertake all
 
repairs to the premises on the understanding that the premises will be
 
let/sQldto the College.
 

I wo1.'.1O,.'%1ot recommend a disposal to the College in the ma-!'Uler suggested, but the
 
proposal does follow quite closely a reoommendation made by ~t the
 
outset of the disposal exeroise on 16 May 1973.
 

( 1)	 That we tUI'z=. the property over to the US Embassy ufor holding under tr-,;1S't" ,
 
with the underst<:l.:."'ldiag that they will use it either as a:l. Ambassador's
 
Residence or a. summer resort.
 

I appreciate that there is no US Embassy in Taiwan and therefore strictly in terms 
of the lease we can not estbliSh a Consular activity, but as there ha~ beea no suoh 
user sinoe 1973, will the Taiwanese authorities objeot to the use of the premises 
by a third party i.e. the College? If we can preserve EMG's interest in the premises, 
then I think not, apparently lega.lly we may not have the pOl'ler to sub-lease but if 
a.s Dr. Twanmoh suggests, we have the right to tur.A the property over to a third party ~ 

"to hold in trust" UEl..!il such tjIllesLas it is reqt.li.red by BMG, then perha.ps this may / 
well prove aoceptable to the Taiwanese authori-ties. -----------~-- (;.7,..( ') 

!...J7"';-11 " 

To my	 mind the following criteria will have to be obse~ved:-

If due to title difficulties we are beiAg prevei>lted from disposing of the 
premises then we must seek to r~duce BMG expenditure and future liabilities 

: :: :::::::l:s~i:h:::o::b~:l~;S~~::'must be takea to b~~:tkrifl(2) 
into use as soon as possible ill order that HMG is 110t, a.s is the present 
positioa, being oriticised for a.llowing the premises to fall into disrepair, 
and. further, faciag the pr·ospect of a delapidatiolls cla.im and thereafter 
having to make good the premises at liMG's expense. 

That uy aot1011 aow takein. ensures tha.t :HMG reta.in:;; cOfitrol over the premises 
~~d will be in a positioa t~ dispose of the premises when oiroumstances a.llow. 

My offioe ha.s beell given authorit;r to visit Taiwan to attempt to resQlve the problem. 
I do no-t believe that suoh a. visit would be produotive at the present time. I have 
AO wish to involve the Ta.iwanese Governmeat in direct negotiations bUt am merely 
seeking t$ devise a. formula which will enable the premises to be brought iAto use 
b,1 the College and still leave HMG to dispose of the premises at market va.lue 30.1_. 
some future date. 

Cont'd/3••• 
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would reoommeAd therefore that approval be' giv-ea to my cCAtiAuag QUI' eff@I'ts 
thrtlugh .-, the HO~Gra.r.r Legal,Adn2er, to dispoi!e of the priilperly to 
the OnoI'd Colle~ on the li.nes suggested. 

Regional Estate Surveyor. -
H of C, Pekiag 

• Supt. ES 
Esq.	 mJIOS 1 
Politi~al Adviser, Hong Kong 
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2. This letter reinfOrCeS~e'm belief that we. should now give
PSA authority to instruct to arrange a conveyance of the 
property to the tlGovernrnenlJ 0 the Republic of China". Legal 
advisers say that this would not imply recognition. 

3. The alternatives contemplated by PSA all appear to involve some 
open-ended residual claim or responsibility for the property. I 
am sure that we should try to rid ourselves of it now. If you 
agree, I will draft appropriate instl~ctions. 

7 March 1980 
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T~}i;SUl 'CONSULATE, YR CRY 3138 REFERS. 

THE LOCAL. P;APER CARRIES REPORT THAT GR1NDLAYS BANKG BARE ...,:. 
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Foreign and Commonwealth Office 

< Your reference ,
/ I" - ,/' ' .... -"-_....J__......reootj 

Our reference (fi:\' LOCO11 

London SW1 A 2AH 

TAMSUI CONSULATE 

(@ 
1. Thank you for your letter F,TAl ODC of 25 February, which 
helpfully explained the present pbsition and your proposal for 
future action. I have also seen ~ teleletter 
021/10 of 7 March. ''@ 
2. This department have once again examined all the options 
and the conclusion is that our primary objective is to rid 
ourselves finally and irrevocably of the property. It is now 
over 8 years since the decision to withdraw the Consul. It was 
implicit in,that decision that we should be seen by the Chinese 
Government/to reject any intention of ever reopening a Consulate 
there;::!.t, 'j,.,g :In-consistent with that decision that we should 
continue~o maintain any claim to the Consulate property. For 
this reason we see no attraction in any of the courses you 
suggest linvolving the 'holding in trust' by the Oxford College 
'until such time as it is required by HMG' or leaving 'HMG to 
dispose of. the premises at market value at some future date'. 
Any of these courses leave us with an 'open-ended commitment and 
a residual claim to the property, which we regard as politically 
unacceptable. 

3. You and~ appear to have examined all the 
alternatives. ~hat the only way in which we can dispose 
of the premises is by selling them to the 'Republic of China'. 
Legal advice here is that such a conveyance could not be held 
to constitute recognition of the Nationalist authorities. The 
political view in this departmAnt has been that we could 
nevertheless not permit such a conveyance. I must record that 
we have recently altered that view since our prime concern now 
is to rid ourselves as rapidly as possible of a time - (and money-) 
consuming and potentially embarrassing encumbrance. We are 
therefore prepared to sanction a sale to the 'Republic of China' 
and would be grateful if you could set this in hand through 
...........	 The value of the property is clearly for negotiation 
and it is certainly not for this department to suggest a price 

/(pace 

-




(pace para 2 of your letter). Our thought was simply that there was 
no advantage in giving the property away, if there were some chance 
of recouping a little. 

4. As you know we agreed last summer (copies of authority are 
being sent with this letter to tilt. 7) that should you wish to 
send someone to Taiwan to confirm the state of the buildings we 
would have no objection to a visit which did not involve contact 
with Taiwan officialdom. I note that you do not believe that such 
a visit would be productive at the present time; it may be that 
in view of the new position outlined above you will revise your 
opinion. Our Embassy in Peking are concerned about the implications 
of a visit by a British official to Taiwan. Might I suggest that 
~~a senior locally-engaged member of your staff such as 
~(whom I knew in Singapore). He would be inconspicuous, 

could llaise with--.. and could now have our blessing for 
low-level meetings with Taiwan officials to sort the problem out. 
We cannot believe that the Chinese Government could object to 
such action. T am however copying this letter to .... in Peking, 
and would be grateful if he could now 
before you take action on this letter) 
the line proposed. 

confirm (and 
that he can 

in any case 
live with 

5. Incidentally despite exhaustive 
hands on a copy of the original lease 
a copy we should be glad to have one. 

searches we 
to the land. 

cannot now lay 
If you have 

-..
 
Far Eastern Department 

Adviser, Hong Kong 
cc: 
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Departmeryt of the Environment 

..- Our reh' ~_~l-;"""",,~ 

A&SD E01/53201/30

Room 122 Your ref
 

Apollo House
 
Date
 

31 .March 1980 

~ 
TAMSUIC ONSULATE, TAIWAN 

1. A signai (referenoe 28 of 19 March) was copied to
 
you for information by our Hong Kong Estate Surveyor.
 
It oonoerned a newspaper report that Grindlays Bank are
 
to set up a branch in Taiwan in May a."1d our Far East
 
office 'Would like to know whether there. would 'be any
 
objection to their aot~ding out the bank to rind out if
 
our property would be of interest to them.
 

2. Our Hong Kong office alao ask if there is any 
possibility of appointing Grindlays as trastess to 
administer our property. eu.. the problem of BMG property 
is a very sensitive matter¥ we feel that pefore we can 
consider these items further, we need to have your views 
a..t'ld those of our Political Department and would be grateful 
if Y>QU would arrange for these to be sought • 

. . :~ 
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TAMSUI CONSuLATE 

1. You may be as surprised as I was when I returned to this 
department in September to learn that we have still not finally 
disposed of the Tamsui Consulate property. The last Consul was 
withdrawn on 13 March 1972, over 8 years ago. 

2. There is complication over our title to the property. We 
were granted a lease in 1867 over the land and the old Dutch 
~ort for as long as we required it 'for diplomatic or consular use', 
~the title to revert to the Government of China when we no longer 
had such need of it. We built another building on the land in 
1891 and it is to this building alone that we now appear to have 
any equitable title. This should be worth a certain amount, 
possibly between £10,000 and £40,000. Since withdrawal of the 
Consul, desultory discussion on disposal of the property has 
continued. The Americans kept an eye on it for us. But it\ is now deteriorating badly as has been confirmed following al 
visit there by the (retired) former Consul last summer. It is 
a drain on public funds since we still support two caretakers. 
There is no foreseeable ros ect of HMG requir.ing the property 

'V',a ain. 

ommittee (ATTC) 
theoretically take it over on a caretaker basis (after all 

the Americans still use their former Embassy building for their 
unofficial mission). But even if the ATTC wanted it,which they 
don't, I cannot-' see how this could be squared with the terms of 
the Lease. 

3. In order to rid ourselves of this encumbrance there is 
apparently no alternative which the Taiwan authorities will 
accept but the conveyance of the property to the 'Government of 
China' ie in this instance, to the Nationalist authorities. 

A	 Legal advice is that this does not imply recognition. Despite this 
advice FED has in the past nevertheless maintained that it would 
be politically unacceptable. I do not share that view, believing 
that our continued claim to the property is politically even more 
unacceptable. I therefore pro~~~~rite in terms of the 

B attached draft in response to ......... of PSA Hong Kong's
 
C letter of 25 February.
 

/4. 
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4. The Embassy in Peking have already commented on this once 
D	 ( J I; teleletter of 6 February) and I am proposing to give 

them a second chance to comment before PSA take action. I should 
be grateful fo~ your agreement to the course proposed, which has 
been cleared/with A&SD and DEMOS, Croydon. 

1 April 1980 
Far Eastern Department 

~ wt:.-. wl- ~~ ..J'~ 
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Foreign and Commonwealth Office 
~1:" London SW1 A 2AH 

'~ Telephone 0'- 233 5963 
.J 

Your reference 

Our reference FET 406/1 
T J B George Esq 
PEKING Date 23 April 1980 

TAMSUI CONSULATE
 

1. letter FTAl ODC of 25 February helpfully explained the 
present position on the Tamsui Consulate and his proposals for future 
action. 

2.	 There are theoretjcally several optjons: 

a)	 to hang on to the property on the assumption that we shall 
be willing and able to use it again one day; 

b)	 to try to dispose of it, (inescapably on some basis 
acceptable to the local authorities) to eg the Oxford College 

c) to dispose of it to the local authorities, endeavouring if 
'possible to extract some financial return; 

d)	 to return it to the Government of China (in Peking) as the 
terms of the lease require; 

e)	 to walk away from it, by simply renouncing all claim (but 
this can probably not be squared with the lease). 

There may be others. You may have ideas. Before we pursue this 
further I should welcome your comments because there remain 
differences of view here. My own feeling is that we should try to 
solve the problem once and for all. We have enough untidy pieces of 
business to cope with in FED without continuing to hang this 
particular albatross around our necks. I therefore favour a final 
disposal of the property, which I fear implies following course c) 
above. 

3. It is now over 8 years since the decision to withdraw the Consul. 
It was implicit in that decision that we should be seen by the 
Chinese Government to reject any intention of ever re-opening a 
Consulate there; it is inconsistent with that decision that we 
should continue to maintain any claim to the Consulate property. 

/For this 
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constitute recognition 

\;	 For this reason I'see no attraction in any of ·the courses 
suggested by P .. lnvolving the 'holding in trust' by Oxford 
College until such time as it is required by HMG or leaving 'HMG 
to dispose of the premises at market value at some future date'. 
Any of these courses (effectively a) and b) of my para 2 above) 
leave us with an open-ended commitment and a residual claim to the 
property which I would regard as politically unacceptable. 

4. Course d) is the one you mentioned in the last sentence of your 
teleletter of 6 February. On a strictly legal interpretation it 
has its attractions, but it would hardly solve our problem. If the 
Taiwan authorities learnt that we had 'returned' the property to 
the Peking Government we could not expect much sympathy from them. 
They might then expropriate the property (which admittedly could 
suit us) but they could also be gratuitously offended at a time when 
as you know we are keen to expand our trade with Taiwan. 

5. .... and appear to have examined all the 
alternatives. It seems that the only way in which we can get rid 
of the premises is by disposing of them to the 'Republic of China l 
Legal advice here is that such a conveyance could not be held to 

of the Nationalist authorities. I enclose 
j	 minute of 3 July 1978. The political view in this 

department has been that we could nevertheless not permit such a 
conveyance. As I have suggested in previous correspondence, I am 
not convinced that we are right to be so restrictive; I believe that 
such a course is the lesser of two evils and that our continued 
claim to the property is politically even more unacceptable. Given 
the Legal Advisers' advice, my inclination would be to ask PSA to 
set in hand the disposal of the property to the 'Republic of China' 
through Frankly I see no alternative but I should 
be graTeful for your comments. 

6. The major problem is the complication over our title to the 
property, We were granted a lease in 1867 over the land and the old 
Dutch fort for as long as we required it 'for diplomatic and consulal 
use', the title to revert to the Government of China when we no 
longer had such need of it. We built another building on the land it 
1891 and it is to this bUilding alone that we now appear to have any 
equitable title. The eis no foreseeable ros ect of HMG requiring 
the r rty a ain. 

whether the proper y 1S in 
the right for any future use. Tamsui is some way from the 
centre of Nor does there appear to be any realistic chance 

jthat	 the 
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that the Anglo-Taiwan Trade Committee (ATTC) could, take over the 
property on a caretaker basis on the pattern of the American 
Embassy, which has been"converted into their unofficial mission. Even 
if the ATTC wanted the Consulate which they apparently do not, I 
cannot see how this could be squared with the terms of the lease. In 
any case you may feel, as I do, that if the ATTC were to take up 
residence in the Consulate such a return of the British presence might 
well stick in the Chinese gUllet. It may be therefore that we should 
~nstruct P~A to pu::sue the line tha~~t pr~~ent following, 

·Ie to contInue theIr efforts througn~ to clspose of the 
property to the Oxfprd College. It is arguable that~ as a 
lawyer should be able to devise some formula acceptable to all sides. 
My own view however is that, even if achievable, such a course merely 
puts off the day of reckoning. I would like to see us make a clean 
breast of the whole' thing as soon as possible. This is not however 
a view universally shared here; some believe that we should be more 
cautious. On the basis of previou~-correspondence I judge that you 
would share their caution. The purpose of this letter, therefore, is 
explain perhaps rather more fully than we have in the past the' 
argumentation behind my wish to get rid of the property. If you think 
on reflection that you could live with the solution I propose I should 
be grateful if you could let me know. If not, we must all resign 
ourselves to seeing this question lingering on in some form 
indefinitely. 

7. Incidentally, with reference to your teleletter 021/10 of 7 March, 
/	 you should know that FED agreed last summer (copies of authority 

enclosed) that should the PSA wish to send someone to Taiwan to 
confirm the state of the buildings we would have no objection to a vis: 
which did not involve contact with Taiwan officialdom. I no~e that 
Watson does not believe that such a visit would be productive at the 
present time; it may nevertheless be that such a visit would be useful 
if it is agreed that we should dispose of the property finally. It 
seems to me that a visit by a senior locally-engaged member of the PSA 
staff COUld_SS comment.· I have a good candidate in mindoff wi tbout 
(SUbject to views) whom I knew in Singapore but who is now in 
Hong Kong - . He would be inconspicuous, could liaise with 
Dr Twanmoh and could have our blessing for low-level meetings with 
Taiwan officials to sort the problem out. We cannot believe that the 
Chinese Government could object to such action. You will no doubt 
wish to comment on this proposal too. 

8. You will be interested to know that Tom Duffy, our last Consul in 
Tamsui, who has since been a fairly regular visitor to the island has 
now retired and proposes to live in Tamsui. We have told him that we 
could not ,agree to his suggestion that he live in the Consulate on a 
caretaker basis, but he may be able to help the PSA with advice if 
appropriate. 

1;;/1 
Far Eastern Department 

PA/Hong Kong 

.~~-,----~--------~----------~--
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TAMSUI CONSULA~ 
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Mr 

1 ............. (US Embassy) telephoned me bn instructions from 
Washington about the arrangements whereby the US Government through 
the American Institute in Taiwan pays wages, upkeep bills etc 
on our old Consulate building. 

2. This approach arose from an 
Washington, 

; and that under the Alien 
esen lon c any lns 1 ution,such as the American Institute 

on our behalf,which acted for a foreign government in any way was 
required to register as an agent of that government. The US 
Government was therefore keen to terminate the account. 

3. I said that we were now taking steps designed to get the 
Consulate off our books, and therefore I hoped that both our and 
the US Government's responsibilities relating to this property 
would soon disappear. I could not predict how long this would 
take, as we had no experience of the problems which might arise. 
It would not be a matter of weeks. But I hoped it might be months 
rather than years. In the meantime, we should be grateful if our 
existing funding arrangements with the US Government could continue, 
on the uncBrstanding that we were taking steps to resolve the 
problem, and that we would let the US Government know if it seemed 
unlikely ~hat these would be successful. 

5 ............. was quite content with this. He doubted if 
Washington would press for termination of the account but could not 
be sure of this. I should therefore be grateful if you would 
establish from ASD (who may have to contact Hong Kong) how difficult 
it would be for us to make alternative arrangements if the 
Americans come back to us, so that we can offer an appropriate amount 
of resistance to any pressure from them for termination. 

24 April 1980 
Far Eastern Department 
K255 233 5539 

cc:	 Chanceries: Washington
 
Peking
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TO ROUTIN~ DOE LONDON
 

TELEGRAM NUMBER LCN-54 OF 19 MAY
 
INFO F CO (4 AND SD, fED) PEKING
 

FOR E; AND ~ DEMOS FROt1 N I fiFO. ' CMM "'•••5! 

AND. PD REF TMJlSU t YOUR CRY 4811 OF 24 APR IL REFERS- CMM 
FOLLOWING IS TEXT OF LETIER RECEIVED BY OUR LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE 

CMM QUOTE CUi THE LAND OF _WHICH THE FORMER BiHTlSH TAMSUl 

CONSULATE. STANDS BEING STATE PROPERTY CMM THE GOVERNMENT HAS 

DECIDED TO TERMINATE THE PERMANEIVT LEASE THEREFORE. AND wiTHDRAW" 

THe LAND CMM EFFECTIVE THIS DATE ?D PLEASE ADVISE THE BRITISH 
SIDE: TO DISCUSS \filTH OUR SIDE THE AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION PAYABLE: 
FOR THE CONSULATE STRUCTU!(ES NO LATER THAN 3~ JUNE 80 CMi'1 FAiliNG 

WH ICH OUP. SI De: WILL MAK £ AN APPR AISAL AND THE 13 AlANCE. OF THE ;} 

COMPENSATION CMM AFTER DEDUCTION OF RENTAlSDUE AND UNPAID CMM 

~ILL RE PLACED l~ SAFEKEEPING FOR THE BRITISH PD rrl£ GOVERNMENT 
DOES NOT AGREE TO THE PROPOSITION THAT THE BRITISH SIDE IS 

PREPARE~ TO-ACCEPT A LEASE OF THE SAID CONSULATE STRUCTURES CMM 
OR SALE THEREOF AT A PRICE CMM TO THE TAMSUI OXFORD-COLLEGE PD 
UNQUOTE PD DO I HAVE AUTHOR ITV TO CONFI RM CUR SURRENDER OF THE 

LEASE AND NEGOTIATE COMPENSATION DUE CMM INSTRUCTION PLEASE PD 
FOR AND COpy OF 1867 LEASE I N BAG ?D 

THIS, TElEGRA~dQ..DfIE<6'lO~ 
WAS NOl"; / _ I-Di\[j)01\1 

ADVANCEQ 
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FM PEKING 210829Z MAY 80 
TO PR fOR ITY Fca 
TELEGRAM NUMBER 357 OF 21 MAY 1980 
INFO HON~ KONG (FOR POLITICAL ADVISER) 

FOLLO'vvING FOR _ FED FROM_. 

PSA HONG KONG TELNO LON-54 .....,$ 
TAMSU i CONSULATE 

......... DOES NOT SAY WHO SENT THE LETTER. BUT THE
 
-

FACT THAT IT REFERS TO THE BRITISH SIDE WOULD APPEAR TO 
INDICATE THAT THE TAIWANESE AUTHORITIES ARE PREPARED TO ACT 
DISCREETLY. ON THE OTHER HAND, WE GATHER FROM THE AMERICAN 
EMBASSY THAT THERE MAY HAVE BEEN A REPORT IN THE TAIWANESE 
PRESS TO THE EFFECT THAT THE SALE OF THE CONSULATE HAS ALREADY 
TAKEN PLACE. 

.-- _. 

2. IN THE CIRCUi"1STANCES viE SEE LITTLE ALTERNATIVE TO 
PUR SU ING COUR SE (C) 

.-

iN YOUR LETTER, WH ICH ~lEANS 1N EFFECT 
~CEPTING A FAIT ACCOMPLI. ASSUMING THAT THE AMOUNT AT . 

.. .., ~ -- - _..,,~-' 

STAKE IS NOT ivjUCH THERE WOULD BE SOI/jE tltERIT IN SIMPLY/TAKING 
~~AT THE TAIWANESE ARE PREPARED TO PAY (lE NOT DISCUSSING 

-'- 
THE M10UNT OF COMPENSATION). IN ANY CASE IT ItIOULD BE BEST 

- -". .... '-'" ,- 

(FOLL0\11 NG _~ SUGGEST ION J N- "HER 
~ 

LETTER OF 13 "JUL Y 
1979 TO ...... FOR ANYcot~T~CTS TO BE FORtv1ALLY 
SPEAKING WITH THE PROVINCIAL" AUTHORITIES • 

...
 
NNNNN
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\--'0"2108562 t1AY 80. ZDK' '~-"5 / .24 MAY 80 
rFM AIT TAlPEI " ,.' TOR: 0103
 

TO RUEllC/AIT WASRDC IMMEDIATE //'/,' eN: 32173,
 
INFO RUFHUK/AMEMBASS Y LONDON·/ L • CRRG E: STA
j cY" \BT' POL 26!RK'
_~~MIT~D UFFICIAL USE'TAIPE~258 ,
 

E.O. 12065: "N/A ' , , 
TAGS: CGEN, PEPR, CH, UK, TW 

• SUBJECT: :JLK'PROPERTT IN TA~SUI - PRESS QUERIES, 

I' REF: '" A. TAl PEI 2454 B. L GNDON 9081 C. WAS HDC 49604 
I " D. Jrl AS HDC 59518 
r:: ~ 

,:~~" FOLLOWING 'THE PRESS STORY REPORTED REI A ABOUT TEE
 
t:JORMER BRITISH CONSULATE IN TAf1SUI, OTHER STORIES RAVE
 
~ ..:,APPEARED IN THE CHINESE PRESS AS PART OF AN APPARENT CA~

I"PAIG~ TO HAVE THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES TAKE OVER THE PROPERTY.'
 
[~'''CRUNG KDO SHIE. PAO'" '(CRINA TIMES) REPORTED MONDAY THAT ,
 
l~~HE AUTHORITIES' HAVE-TAKEN BACK THE FORMER CONSULATE ~
 
'·:BUILDING --AND GIVEN TEE BRITISH UNTIL JUNE, 30 TO NEGOTIATE
 
:! mr "REIMBURSEMENT PROBLEMS '... , TEI S pes IT ION yiAS REPORTED1Y
 
f~CONVEYED BY THE FOREIGN 'MINISTRY TO LONDON IN A FEBRUARY 8
 
; .! LETTER TO' ,. AN ATTORNEY.
 

, , 

f' 2: ' REPORTEPS HAV-E ASKED AIT i'1RETHER \lIE ARE' TRE APPROPRIATE 
, :,'ORGANI ZATI ON TO ASK FOR PERMI SS ION TO VIS TT' TE.E FORMER CON

, SULATE Bur LD I NG ~ THEY S'I'ATED THAT' THE CAFF.TAKER TOLD 
-~HIM THEY SHOULD ASK AIT, WHICH REPRESENTS THE "PROTECTING 
POWER~ .. 

i 3." WE"\'!OUL:n' APPRECIATE GUIDANCE 'ON BOW' TO RESPOND~ TO THESE 
,__QUERIES •. : __ 

~.. , 
-. to. 

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE , TAT PEr' 2584 

I 
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o 221335Z MAY 80 22 MAY 80
 
FMSECSTATE WASHDC TOR: 1415
 
TO AMEMBASSY LONDON IMMEDIATE 0431 eN: 3175Z
 
ET CHRGE: ST~
 

LIMITED OFFICIAL"USE STATE 13~274 ACTION: POL 25!GB
 

:E~O. 12065: NIA ...~~ 

TAGS: PEPR 'PDIP~ ~W UK 
SUBJECT ::BRLT-ISi{GOVERNMENT PROPERTY' I N TAIWAN IMME,DIATE 

-.,,.	 , 

J1iEFERENCE:A }TAIFEI -2584, B )'l'AIPEI 2:1:54, G)' LONDON 9081 Arnr'\M . 1.,.,<Uh 

1.' IF' YOU HAVE' NOT ALREADY DONE SO,· PLEASE PASS INFOR-· 
MATION IN REFS A AND B TO FOREIGN"OFFIGE·. PLEA-SE CONVEY 

. TO-THEM TH~ AWKWARDNESS 'OF THE CURRENT SITUATION, AND TEE 
IMPORTANCE OF THEIR T~[ING'POSITIVE ACTION SOON • 

.	 SPECIFrCALLY, AIT!TAIPEI NEEDS TO KNOW ASAP TO WHOM TEEY 
SHOULD TURN OVERTIrE -KEYS 'ANDTffE VESTIGIAL RES'PONSIBILITY 
FOR 'THE' TAMSUI PROPE-RTYj' • 

.'. LIMITED OFFICIAL' USE	 STATE 13~274 

• 
~jJ-W/ f~ 

~ C~ f b , ~Wd .hu 
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~.- ~ ._~~ 
PROPERTY SERVICES AGENCY' 
REGIONAL HEADQUARTERS 
HONG KONG 
B.F.P.O. 1. 

HBM Department of the Environment Telegrams DOE/PSA Telephone 5~764281 

Your reference Fill:!: 406/1 
Fa.r Eastern Department 
Foreign & Com~cnwealth Office Our reference FTAI 000 
London SEtA 2.lHi 

Date 27 May 1980 

TP1~SUI O;)IJSUL.ATEo 

Further to my letter of 19 May, I am enclosing photooopies of two items which 
appeared in the China Pest on Wednesday 14 May, a Taiwa~ papera 

We have been given to understand that the Oxford College have been persuaded 
to allc~¥ their interest in the property to laJpse in favour of the _4..utho:t"':Lt ies 
terminating cur lease and thereafter making the building available to the 
College" 

~~~as i~dio~ted that compensa~ion will be assessed ~~d the Authorities t 

WllO p:'ev:lc:asl.y enJoyea. a good relationship "t1i-i th BMG, ~ay be prepared to 11egotiate. 

No further action will be taken by the Authorities until after their deadline of 
30 June. 

This is very much in line Kith corn,'Tients made by _ E of Peking, in tLis 
Tel~ No. 357 of 21 May 80* 

It appears tl1at a \z,ra'JY' ou...t of the impasse is being SQv.ght t~!hich ~~ould. be mutually 
beneficial, I would recorr~end therefore that we be inst~~cted to negotiate the 
surrender of the premises to the Authorities tr~ough the Honorary Legal Adviser, 

await your instr~otions~ 

*.~~~ 

c.c. Peking. 

Eno: 



~. 

Mr .......
 

Mr~ 

TAMSUI CONSULATE 

~ 
1. We now nood an effective ultimatum from the Taiwan authorities 

to terminate our residual claim to the Tamsui Consulate property 

A (PSA Hong Kong telno LON-54). The background to this saga is set 

B out in my minute of 1 April to and my letter of 23 April 

C to The Embassy in Peking have been reluctant to agree 

that negotiations should take place with the Taiwan authorities 

D (Mr lIS teleletter of 6 February). They have now c.ommented 
'?~~"'S "",i:l;. ~ ....""1.' ais,....e -+ tt<t i'~ 

E	 on the latest development (Peking telno 357),jalthoUgh they still 

see some merit in not entering into negotiations. Negotiations 

may in fact be pointless if the Taiwan authorities counterclaim 

F	 for unpaid rent (see China Times article of 11 May). Neither we 

nor apparently DEMOS know whether rent was ever paid and if so why 
-- - - - - - - --- - ---- - _. ---- - .. - - - .- - - - - ---- - --- - - - - - - - .. - --- - --- -- -" - ._---- -_._ .. ----_.. ----,. - -_ .. _._- -_._-- .- -- - -_ ..--- - __._---~.. _.- __.. _". -- ---..-. -- -----_.__._~_ ..---- -----_._-_ ----.-.-. ----'-'- ---~. 

G	 it was stopped, but the terms of the lease(attached)are quite 

specific that 'Her Majesty's Government hereby agree to pay 10 taels 

per annum for the said land ..... '. 

2. We now need to send instructions to PSA Hong Kong. I have 
...-,'"t\ 

agreed with DEMOS that we would draft and they will send the 

instructions. We have in fact little room for manoeuvre/which is 

I	 probably fortunate. I attach a draft telegram which I have cleare~ 

in general terms with DEMOS. 

30 May 1980 
Far Eastern Department 

, 
I~ 
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31927 - 1 

CANNOT SEE THAT EVEN HAD WE HAD THE BENEFIT OF READING THE LEASE 
EARLIER WE WOULD HAVE COME TO ANY OTHER CONCLUSION ABOUT THE 
OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO US. TBERE IS NO PROVISION FOR THE BRITISH 
GOVERNMENT TO DISPOSE OF'1HE GROUND TO A THIRD PARTY, THE CLEAR 
INTENTION BEING THAT 1T REMAINED THE PROPERTY OF THE EMPEROR OF 
CHINA, WHO HA~DRANTED US A LEASE FOR O~FICIAL PURPOSES SO LONG AS 
RENT WAS PAID. 

SIGNED'-' 

..) 

J 

2. .,: .". :> 

~ 
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. /' (~"v . ,XI 
GPS liB .if~,,~?[;, 
FM PSAHONG KDNG 030125Z JUL 80 

TO ROUT I NE DOE 
,.. ", ."... 

TELEGRAM NUMBER LON 65 OF 3 JULY 

I f-.1FO FCO 

F~R AM' CURRENTL Y A~~~~; NG :~~~R~ F:~ _JT~SUI'·:\:::·,'r'0~jPROGRESS 

ACCORDANC£ WITH YR PAA 06JE OF 6 JUNE?REM'ISES WERE HANDEDOVER .. :..... ,·....~2':j... 
Br. LEGAL ADVIS~ AT 10"~ HRS ON rUES'1 JULY, ITEM IN LOCA-!..PAPEII· >;.; 
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT COMPENSATION HAS STILL TO BE DETERM1NED.. ·-Q:N .' .:-:.~~ 

. '.. ' ". '."j 

STAFF UNDERSTAND THEY WILL BE RETAINED PRO TeM , l WOULD SUGGEST ..' .,::::::~ 

THAT CARETAKERS BE SI VEN ONE MONTHS SALARY FOR EACH YEAR OF .. . ',-"1 
SERViCE AND THAT EX CHIEF CLERK BE GIVEN EX GRATJA PAYMENr:OF: ......::.};;..~;j 
SIMILAR AMOUNT, IN ALL ABOUT EIGHT MONTHS SALARY PERPERSON,·_rHI~_::·:·;.;.,:'tj 

WAS BASIS OF PAYMENT ON CLOSURE"'Of' CONSULATE: .. PLEASE' ADVlSElF· »~~;~1 

TH IS f S ACCEPTABL E, YR eR Y7521 OF 27 JUNE REFERS. . . ....: '.~:'}/:~J
uHrS.TELEGRAtVP;5' 

. :~~~~-~']~ 
Fi&.4~ 
Fe..C> 
ASb 
PS.!) 

.I . r... :]) 



Foreign and Commonwealth Office 
London SW1 A 2AH 

233 5528 \ 
Tel!'lphone 01· " 

Your reference 

Our reference 

Assistant Political Adviser 
Hm-JG KONG Dma 9 October 1980 

TAMSUI CONSULATE 

1.- I apologise for bothering you -wi th this matter, but all other
 
channels are proving fruitless.
 

2. The last we heard from PSA Hong Kong Gp .) was a telegram
 
on 30 July. There has been no reply to subsequent DOE telegrams
 
of 4 September, 23 September or 7 Octoher.
 

3. In _ . • last communication to us, he stated that he did not 
- knmv the. whereabouts of the HMG fi les from our Consulate in Taiwan , 

(which, the US Embassy here informs us, are being looked after by the 
American Institute in. Taiwan) and that he was going to pursue the 
matter with the Political Adviser's office. That was nearly three 
months ago, and we still have received no word. 

4. The Department of the Environment have also asked him for 
confirmation as to whether the AIT have yet handed over the keys 
to the Honorary Legal Adviser, )and for the latest news on 
how negotiations have progressed concerning compensation for HMG for 
our Consulate Again, there has been a deafening silence.o 

5. I would be grateful, therefore, if there were anything you could 
do at your end to remind PSA of the importance in concluding this .. 

·.long-drawn. out affair as expedi tlously as possible. and of keeping 
London informed of all'recent developments. (We do n6trelish 
the thoUght of rece i ving another representat ion from 'the American 
Embassy here, asking us for an up-to-date state of play account.) 

6. It would be nice if you would chivvy PSA now and if possible
 
check on progress every two to three weeks,keeping us posted as
 
appropriate. ~
 

l~) 

." . '";.:

L0<-!) 
...... 

Faf ~a~i~fnDepart~erit 

'-"'-'--~..,..., .':.•.-. ..:~""'-',_ .... ".".,. --'-~----~-~---~---~"-" _:t _ ------ .~---------_:::-. 
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Para 6 
Finally, and most disturbing of all, 

·.l'
"",.::";'.i 

:':5'~t
\. 

,£n~
 
. I 

TAMSUI CONSULATE 

1. At long last, word has arrive 
Unfortunately, however, little pro 
issues still remain unresolved: 

Para 3 
It now transpires that there are 2 
The Honorary Legal Adviser has ret 
authorities and the AIT still reta'n their own set. 
writes that he thinks it would be swell for 'the AIT to hang on 
to their keys at the. moment, but I am not sure of the reasoning 
behind this view, especially in li ht of the fact that the 
Americans have been pressing us to take them back. 

Para 4 
says that the American Cons 

about the arrangements made for th 
not wish to get involved!. This i 
Washington told the US Embassly in 
belonging to us, and that they want 
possible. Obviously the difficulti 
someone to collect them from the AI 
( has mentioned in a previous 
be able to pick them up, but I can 
me who the RHQ is.) 

FCO 

ndon 

further responses from the HLA on t 
The truth is that since the en~ of 
property to 
at all about 

2.~ 
help pursue
JIt 
by someone from the PSA provided no contact was involved with 
Taiwan officialdom (you felt that a visit by a senior locally 
engaged member of PSA staff could pass off without comment and you 
were going to propose~for the task, subject to 
and views). ~ now give our approval to 
trip ta'~-Taiwan, or are there political considerations to be taken 
into account? . 

28 Octob er 1980 

/ - . - 

the Taiwan authorities, London has received no word 
these negotiations. 

now needs DEMOS clearance for a visit to Taiwan to 
t~ese matters further. In your letter of 23 April to 
gryou wrote that we would have no objection to a visit 

Referenc..e '" •••••••®'.. . . ,. , 
./"'C..... . 

~'~!f .' J 

.-/ 

from PSA in Hong. Kong. 
ress has o~curred, as many 

keys to the Consulate. 
rned .one set to the Taiwan 

in Hong Kong know nothing 
files, and that. I:! they do 

incredible considering that 
that the AIT had files 

d to return them as soon as 
s reside in arranging for 
to take them to Hong Kong. 

telegram that the RHQ would 
ind nothing on file to tell 

writes 11 bave had no 
e subject of compensation!. 

n we handed'back the 

ODE 18-77 
ss 8/78 
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TAMSUI CON~T.]LATE " I: ,! " ,I'"
 
.~ j ; f. ' I . I l
 
~ !~ . i . :., ;. i j. _
I	 . 

1. Thank .'-you ; for your; letter of 27·0ctober tq . : :We ., 
have also s~en i a copy of;'leit~r of IPl,october l , to ·'D~11qS.::ap.d '. 
the followi'ng: are our comments on some ·of tJ;J.e; points rai~ed;iiri :that .1:

.' .> .: ':; '--: j;' ':1:\': (-\:1\'1':1? ,: ", ' ,:-' .;... '; I'. ':, ' ',: "J:',': "'}.'; ,:,~!:: : :!', :1: ',fi;: ' ,;:'.' i': :.:'1. :, i: 'il',/i:,,;t;, ~~ ~,hi :,!\: .,-« 
.; 2.:' '. I .am:, g'~aq!i' i;o' see fro'm t h,ts';., l~tter'J that:: t;hEf. Tarp~U:~L·C9r:suJ,.ai;:~·:-;:::L;ti: r i "~ . 
. I 

prop~rty ~w~t: i'q?~e~ J?etur'n:d', t~,' t.he, T~~'1aq . au'th\~r:i ~ie~l on'~ 39" ·Jii~,~:.:'?:').:" 
I th1nk ~h~~' tl)lS 1S :the 'f 1rst; forrnal-rc~nf1rlT)a~t.QYl;:-Vb: 1pP ;:"l-ye!:;naye : (.1;';t. 

,had	 that 'th:,~ ~handover took place, We: kriow 'tha~,i tb~ ma~t~.r Hf.' ; .: i l' 
C0t111?enSat i~?I1 has st ill to be re$olved; . Clear:l~ t~e Hopor~ry' ,L~g:al: , ' 
Ad Vlser should, be pressed to supply a' report 0ni hlsunegotHJ. tl.QIl-S;: '\ 

~ -, bl ~ 'lIb d' th' '.: , .. .., .. ".'i"[·I""·' ,1 ... i"I'·;"·;·" ,itplesuma y, .1 Wl. e olng :1.S, ~" ,!,' '),"':1 'l-'}:':,';·:;.';,.,..'·,I~:"'\::;\::L,':, i,' [: 
1	 . 'i' . .~:' ill JfU;).\~r';,d! "i l!·; ~i; ~ )Jl·,{~)i I ,. " i,~ .if:" : 

3. .. SUbjedi:. to' \further·: cIari:fiCatfordtT6m~youJ7iLen.d:/wel's,ee:;~tiQTneedJiiT;:< .. 
I'	 ' •. ! "',.J, ", .:: J' ','-, . .' d < " ':,. ,,' .' ~ i-:t~.l·r·.· ;..: .! \ ,:. ....." .1'1 ~ i) i, ..../ " l' '. : ,. .'; ,':' , 

;a~ presen t':·I~Cl~ it Et yisi t . ~?;, +ai,\-yaq by, .1,/., •• ,".:q?iJ~iitY:p'b:~YJ:~.t~ri~,~.7~9ri1\:p,S~:':!:: '!, 
Hong. Kong,s;~i1<;~< the prln~lp~1; prq91,en1;:f~~ ;th~:?lw~tu~n,:o,T.th,~,Lp:r9per,~1;;: 
has alrea,.dy. Ibeen dealt \In th. I suggest Inste~qL tqat • LLshoul d:'1'f 

invoke the .ia,ss:Lstance of	 . the lastCq'nsul in! Taiwan: (not I; 
DUffielda~(iJ;l;7 7 letter),' nowresident'-{here,." ·,i· 1: 

, ! i .; .,:: I;': ' i, ::t·; ~,' i ' 
-'1. We not\~ that the American Institute stilll'holds ope'set of' ke?s . 
of the Cons~late. We can see no very good rea~9n why~hey:~hould con
tinue to ho.ld these since the property has been: handed, oVE?r~'to t'be 
T~iwan authorities. Subject to an E,xplanation l,?f ~:~iewth_~t:: 
r 1 t would be as well for the AIT to bang on to I,thelr .k;t=Ys; a'~' the :' L, 

moment I we 'suggest that the Americans :now be a~,~ed to isive~he ikeys \,: 
to the Honorary;Legal Adviser for onward passin'g to .the Taiwanese.,: i: 
" " ,', ".\':\" I.";'!' ;. ,: ..; ,,,":,' "; -:. :,,' "!.\, ~,' .;: :,Il;!~'.;·;·,: -L,.: '1·,:, ,~,) ::.\i:·::·),;",,;· Yi iL, 
5;' ' . We have~,~ spoken ·to Li bra.ry: arid. Records~'about'i ;f!:le' 'r~s'iduill::l FeO :;,';i :'; '.' ", 

•	 .' " • I ':.' , ~. , '; ! ~., . t.·, :".; ~~ " . "~' I" . I~";; ~ 

, f l.~es: h~,J.d )~Y 'i t,h,e AIT. ;Th~y :,be;J.. J,B.v;e.' i t?a~: ~,~~,;;;o.~~Y,:, j.~'~i~'~';:W,h?-:q0 \·AJT'~}Ill~Y,. <., 

',,- " stIII hold~rare'I those con talnlng irecords 'or the :filn ternaitlonal,.. Cemetery. .\ ., I, . 1 " . • ., • ". '. I • • ..': I ~ $~! .. :!. ," .," .: , . .. 

at'Tamsui, cia'no ! poss ibly 'a chest of' old :Vi c'toria.i1. : records ,~'wbt c-p- lI~RD" j,;, 
never received! back when the Cons\11ate was clea:red.; The:: Arn~r~6an ," I 

• : . r	 ·1 i '. .•.• '!'.' .

Bmbassy' here, \ on the other hand, believe that the' only: file;:; 'hel,p I' 
I" " I ." .' ! 1 "" i

by the AIT ;oniour bebalf related to admin 'quesi;ions ;concerning"·t-he 'I 
Consulate I !eg; payment of residual staff. I bop'~' th:at ,Youi.~.. c-onta,cts ! 
with the'.PS:90; may reveal what' exactlY,!is inv01ved:·~ 'We! ne~d:\t6 !have k 
an ,indic'at~l'orif'of the content of:;the f :l.1e8: and:: of: 'th~irj 'J:)ui'k;\in'!orde"rV

".' '.' . .," 'i .'.' ;;~ •., .' " • , " .",: ". ~ .:,'1 '"i.~' -,; ; ::.~,f .;"J .'" ,~t !~'..... '". ":::,' 
. \~. ' ,to jUdge::,whl~t~~r'it is worthhav~n~therr(tra~~p;?t~~;q,:p.~c~J't~ ':J:1te;"q~',u:: 
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I have written (again!) 
with our compensation claim. 

I have been asked about the second 
these were handed to 

Many thanks for your assistance. 

M::A 
PROPERTY SERVICES AGENCY 
REGIONAL HEADQU'ARTERS 
HONG KONG 
BTP.O. 1. 

. - .-- - -------,.~ 

Your reference 

Telegrams DOE/PSA Telephone 5-764281 
-------------' .- ---- . 

Our reference Frl·. 100e 

Date 12 June 1981 
'.. 

Dear•••• 

Thank you for your letter dated 11 Nay addressed to ••••••tl ,,'horn I have 
succeeded following his return to DK at the end of his Hong Kong tour. It is 
good to see that arnL~gements ha76 Deen made with the caretakers. I believe the 
finan?es "aTe now being settled ba::k dOvm the line to London. 

There still TemaLD a couple of lecse ends. Can you say what FOO files remain. 
As you know consideration has been given to bringing these back via Hong Kong ~c 

London but we seem to have little '~~ormation on their number or content. 

to our liono\.L......--ary Legal Adviser for information on progress 
If you hear anything I will be most interested. 

set of keys for the Consulate. Can you confi~ 

our BLA? 

Regional Estate Surveyor 

- "~., 

--_.-:----.--~. __._-.-_:...~.~-~ ..~_.. -_.,~ ..:'~: --_:_--_.~~.~-=-._-_.:.-_._-_ ...:..._~-.._....~---_. '-.
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE IN TAIWAN	 ~~&.~~~~.*~ 
TAIPEIOFFICE of!; ~I:. 'ljr -It ~ 4 ;"8... 134 ~ 7 ~ 

7, L.ANE 134, HSIN VI ROAD. SEC 3, TAIPEI. TAIWAN i:1fo: 708-4151. 
TEL.EPHONE; 706-4151 CABLE; AITAIWAN;TAIPEI 

June 25, 1981 

egiona1
 
Property $ervices Agency
 

: Hong Kong B.F.P.O. l'
 

,..
'. 

This is in reply to your letter of June 12, 198~ asking if we can
 
provide any additional information concerning the former 'British
 
Consulate property in Tamsui.
 

With respect to FCO files the question cannot be answered with clear, 
,unequivocal certainty. As you may know from the history, the consular 
operation shifted 'from the British Embassy to. the Australian Embassy, thence 

. to~the 4merican Embassy and eventually ended up' with this non-Government, ( 
non-official entity called American Institute in Ta~wan. What actually 

, happened to any FCOfiles left behind, we cannot reconstruct. We can only 
say'with certainty that AIT does not have them in its' possession._: 
~(the former consulate employee) told us he believes the fi~es were
 

',' s~ed to ;London or destroyed. When the U. S. Embassy took over British
 
. affairs, there was some very limited consular work.performed, but that·
 
appears to have been mostly acting as a clearing house to transmit
 

:..' passports to Hong Kong for renewal or valida1=ion. All other consular
 
matters.were systematically referred to Hong Kong. Frankly, I'believe
 

.. -'	 the. 'f.iles question is "a dead issue. The trail is co~d and becomes increasingly 
more difficult to follow with each enquiry because fewer people are available' 
·to . remember the events as they happened. ' 

As I have stated previously, 'the only files or records' that we have in AIT
 
are the financial vouchers for salary and grounds keeping payments that
 
were made by the U.S. Embassy and subsequently AIT. We have a small file
 
of correspondence between the Department of State and Taipei and between
 
your· office and AIT. That is all we have and I do not believe this is
 
what; you are looking for.
 

When I moved into this. job I inherited a loose collection of keys labeled
 
"Tamsui". This wfts not even a full set, and there never was a second set.
 
At the time we relinquished control of the property, we gave this entire
 
collection to Subsequently his assistant was photographed
 
at the formal ceremony as he in turn handed the keys over to the local
 
authorities.
 



PROPERTY SERVICES AGENCY 
REGIONAL HEADQU.ARTERS 
HONG KONG 
B.F.P.O.1. 

Telephone 5·76423::'HBM Department ofthe Em'iIo=e::.: 
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Apollo House 

referenceid ellesley f.~05.d.
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S·l~Clf.uld
 

Your reference
\ 
i 
,.~...-:;.~ .. 

TAMSUI,., TAIWAN FOR"1ER CONSULATE COMPENSATION 

'1. I refer to •••••••Is letter dated 4th February and as requested 
" am;Ee~~y':~ng: ~9 Yo.u~ , 

2.	 As't am sure you already have voluminous files on this subject I do not
 
propose to recount the history. Suffice to say that I have just reviewed
 
,again the 11 years of correspondence on our two large files and have come G.cros~~ 

many summaries of our position and valid reasons why we have not been able t8 
recover compensation. A multitude of people at all levels have been invol'.,y,?,t 
and many of the same ideas have been considered and reconsidered. 

3.	 Since the Taiwanese Government decided unilaterally to terminate our "p €:rpetual ll
 

lease in 1980 matters were conveniently brought to a head and most of the
 
diplomatic problems in transfer,~rin title were resolved leaving only the ~t0unt
 

of compensation to be agreed. ..... of the Equitable Law Officelo~i6i~~
 

our Honorary Legal Adviser, was formally appointed by us to undertake the
 
negotiations with the Taiw1l1ese Government in 1975. It was a requirement of
 

l, the Government that a local lawyer be appointed and all negotiations must be
Jthrough ,him. 

4.	 I suggested a visit primarily to discuss the case with ~ take s1,-:),;']; r"
 

where we stood in negotiations and give guidance on the valuat~ons for
 
compensation as necessary. Hy intention was that he should be clear "..hat:",:.:, D,~'.~
 

trying to achieve. There seems little point in pressing for an arbital~Y fi l> 1,',";
 

. of say NT$2 million if the Government will not pay it. We have no recours", 
;tc;f	 arbitration or the courts and we would be better to judge Q4ick1y "Jhat tLiJir 
b~st overall figure is likely to be. An earlier view had been that we ShOU~L,:i 
salvage whatever possible from closure of the consulate with the possibility ~e 

would recover no compensation but it seems that we will at least do b"etter tlw,n 
this. 

5.	 I am reluctant to involve a third party who could only put pressure on IIIIIIIIIIII ; 
reply. He could not become involved in the negotiations and would have insuffj;:;i '.',,1 
detail of the case to advise on the amount of compensation or the line we s,b,Chtl cl 

take. 

I 'have spoken to the Politic91 Adviser in Hong Kong and have the name of ar:other 
contact in Taiwan, _ Chairman of the Anglo Taiwan Trade COITu'nitt~e 
who would be prepared to help us out. may also be able to help but .r 
think for the moment it would be better to await a reply from beLo:ce 
having more people involved. 



..
 

6.
 

7. I enclose a copy letter I have sent to _ and will let you 
know when I have a positive reply. 

Regional Estate Surveyor 

Copy to 
DEMOS 2 

JACLjds 

j" . 
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FOR!'!ER CONSUIATE AT TAI1SUI ~'\ ,j 

1. I have sent copies of the letters you 
sent me on 3 March to our Estate Surveyor 
in Hong Kong for their comments. 
2. You may be interested in seeing a copy 
of a letter from Hong Kong which suggests 
the negotiations with the Taiwanese over 
our comHensatio~ claims for the former 
consulate are near to completion.
3•. ·As you say in your letter to ..... 
th'ere is nothing we can do llofficially"to 
persuade h T . ane reserve 
buildin '.0 

\ as 

Overseas Estate Dept 
23 March 1983 

CODE 

18-78 

ss 11/78 

of 
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2.~ appears to have covered all the subjects mentioned by
NIIIIIIIP of the~~lo-Taiwan Trade Committee in his letter to you 
of 21 February. 0 ' 
3. Unfortunately, there does not seem anything we can do to 
persuade the Taiwanese Government to preserve the old Consulate 
building. 

10 May 1983 Overseas Estate Department. 

CODE 18-77 



I 
I Foreign and Commonwealth Office 

London SW1 A 2AH 

Telephone 01- 233 5528 

T 
Your reference 

Deputy Director	 oU1 reference FET 406/1 
Anglo-Taiwan Trade Commi tte~~==::=~~-:~--:"':~l 
4th Floor, Minister House 1983 
272-274, Vauxhall 
LONDON SWIV lBB 

Bridge Roal~~~~~ 

1. I regret; at has tak - -ngerthan I anticipated in my 
letter of 3 karch to get back to you about the questions you 
raised concerning the former Consulate at Tamsui, in particular 
the disposal of the records still gathering dust in the ArT office 
in Taipej. We have just received a reply from the Property SeTvi~es 

Agency representative in Hong Kong. 

2. Like us, it would appear that all concerned were
 
impression that the problem bad been solved in 1981.
 

But	 letter has caused us to think again./ I am still not in a positlon 
to give you a substantive reply. Alf the correspondence is now with 
the Political Adviser in Hong Kong, who will consider whether he 
wishes the papers to be destroyed or alternatively arrange for them 
tQ be shipped to Hong Kong. It may be that b~ will get word to 
••• direct. 

4. Concerning thEY,,'f' 'Uildi,ng itself, might the authorities not be 
tempted to refurbtsh l, 8 a Dutch fort and open it as a tourist 
attraction? I lp'" . 
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